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  Location: The Toy Shop, Malahide, Co. Dublin 

Client: Alison Wright 
 

Product:  ID063621 x 3, R3T-01 x 1, R2T-01 x 9, RL-01 x 5, RC-01 x 2, R888GZ-01 x 40, R45GU10-WW x 40, RMA01040-01 x 4,  

 R10FSA-01 x 4 

  

Brief:  Our customer just recently opened a whimsical little toy shop in Malahide, Co. Dublin. The shop is jam packed with toys for 

all budgets therefore, they wanted their premise to seen from streets to draw custom in.  

 

 Alison wanted the outdoor lighting to light up the sign, she wanted as much lighting as possible inside the shop to show off 

all the amazing products on offer and feature lights for over their till. 

 

 She worked closely with Brendan, our in-house “Lighting Guru”, to create the essential lighting ambience for her toy shop. 

As the store was self-designed by Alison she chose feature lighting that would match her light-yellow interior walls for over 

their till. As you can see in the images below the three small yellow pendants fit in perfectly. For the main lighting around 

the shop ceiling, she chose track lighting to follow both ceilings and give as much light as possible to the small space.  

 

 Alison is delighted with the outcome and the lighting works very well instore as the products are lit up and stand out from 

the shelves.  

  

Testimonial: “It was so easy to work with National Lighting and I got such fantastic results. Brendan could not have been more helpful and 
hid knowledge of lighting is amazing. My Toy shop is a bright and inviting place to be and shop in. I had a tight budget and 
Brendan managed to come in under it. I am absolutely delighted with the result. I could not recommend you more. Thanks 
again.” – Alison Wright, The Toy Shop, Malahide, Co. Dublin 
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Before images 
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After images 
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Products Used: 

 

Product Code: ID63621 


